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Creativity. 
 
So what has creativity got to do with your work?   Everything.   
 
If the automobile was a creative idea (and it was), then it’s hardly a stretch to say that 
“creative ideas are money.”   Creativity = Capital. 
 
And this capital is more than technical knowledge.  It’s a wide range of social, 
emotional, intuitive and interpersonal skills that together comprise the creative spirit.  It 
is the goal of this class to introduce those skills, practice them, integrate them, and 
reawaken that spirit in you...which will not only enrich your life but enrich the company 
for which you work. 
 
To survive and grow, people and companies must adapt, be open to change and the 
promise of a better idea.  A creative idea.  That’s where YOU come in… 
 
But how do I stay creative in a hostile and competitive environment? 
How do I align my personal and business goals? 
How can I remain creative despite criticism? 
How can I clarify and apply my strengths to my work? 
How can I overcome the depression I feel at my job? 
How can I handle an impossible workload? 
 
The creative spirit is a thrilling, joyous, chaotic and powerful force that deserves and 
demands respect.  The act of creation, whether it’s a new idea, or a new business, or an 
old business revitalized, can feel both exhilarating AND terrifying.  So learning to 
engage and channel this creative force is the key to remaining vital and enthusiastic in 
our professional and personal lives. 
 
CREATIVE CAPITAL is built upon four basic concepts: 
 

1. We are all creative. 
2. Increased creativity is teachable. 
3. Use of creativity generates happier, healthier and more productive 

employees. 
4. Businesses profit from more creative people. 

 
An individual cannot be truly effective in an company that stifles creativity, and a 
company cannot be innovative unless the people involved are allowed to be creative.  A 
company is not an IT – it is an US. 
 
Can you imagine if everyone in your company were working at their full creative 
potential? 

 
 

For more information on bringing CREATIVE CAPITAL to your business, contact: 
 

Rex McGee  *  817-917-1833  *  rexmcgee@mac.com 
 


